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Abstract— Facial feature extraction is method to recognise 

the nose, mouth, eyes and other components present in the 

human face. These components are very important in face 

recognition, face matching, expression recognition, 

classification and face tracking. Facial recognition system 

detects and returns the information regarding visual content 

with confidence scores in human face from digital image or 

frames from video source. To determine the series of human 

face attributes various methodologies and algorithms are 

proposed and developed. Facial Recognition results include 

both visual biometrics and wearables around the face like 

headphones, eye glass, hat and mask. The system accepts 

image as input and processes it with either cloud based 

dataset or local capabilities. It then extracts more than twenty 

seven facial information which includes gender, mood, visual 

age, smile expression, face orientation, colour, picture quality 

and many more. This metadata can be used in many realtime 

applications such as biometric security, mobile camera 

technology for face filters and animoji, photo database 

services and social media profile moderations with content 

analysis. Hence all these methods are accessible by 

automated systems. Digital image will be processed to 

identify the facial landmarks along with information presents 

and returns the accurate attributes scores. This paper present 

brief study on facial feature extraction methods and attributes. 

Mentioned attributes are obtained from Microsoft FaceAPI, 

FacePlusPlus Cognitive Service Face++API and 

AmazonWebService Recognition. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Soft biometrics is a popular emerged automated and reliable 

technology to recognise, identify and classify Human 

behaviours [1]. A significant growth is observed in computer 

vision technology [2], where object detection has become a 

popular research area that has a wide range of applications in 

day to day life. Facial recognition is a deep learning face print 

technology for verification and biological identities [3]. 

Where 1 to 1 face matching used in verification and 1 too 

many matching used for identification. 

II. RELATED WORK 

A. Facial Feature Extraction 

It is process of identifying position [4] of face components 

like eyebrow, mouth, nose, eyes, lip, cheeks and others. These 

components are very important for face recognition, detection 

[5] and attribute extraction. Many methods are available and 

developed for feature extraction in the intention of reliability, 

complexity, efficiency, speed and accuracy of the results [6]. 

All these methods are classified into three 

categories, namely Holistic Based Approach, Feature Based 

Method and Template Based Approach. 

1) Holistic Based Approach 

This is a statistical method that uses pixel data which 

represent as small features obtained from face image. The 

complete face region is considered as an input data. Artificial 

intelligence and statical methods are the further classes of this 

approach. Linear Decrement Analysis (LDA) [7], Principal 

Component Analysis (PCA) [8] come under statical method 

it represent image face into two dimensional ordering of 

intensity rate. Hidden Markov Method belongs to Artificial 

Intelligence approach. AI method uses machine learning and 

neural network technology. 

Advantages of this method are that it considers each 

and every small region in the face. It not restricted to 

particular region. Not any region is left out. 

Disadvantages of this method are that it consumes 

more time, is expensive, efficiency of result is decreased due 

to pose variation and lighting conditions. 

2) Feature Based Method 

This method uses previous local data to select the features. 

Mouth, eyes, nose and outline of head are the main local face 

features. It analyse the geometric relationships between the 

local face feature. It consider the size and respective position 

of face components to extract the feature. This method is also 

known as Geometric Face Based Approach [9]. Independent 

Component Analysis (ICA) and Gabor Wavelet Technic 

come under this approach. 

Advantage of using this method is that it mainly 

focuses on significant face components such as eyes, mouth 

and nose. It makes use of small database [10] and still produce 

high level performance. 

Disadvantages are complexity level high is high in 

automatic detection feature. Some random choices are made 

about considering the features. 

3) Template Based Approach 

This method uses template for extraction of feature or face 

shape. It locates face components by comparing with pre-

defined templates. These templates are stored in databases. 

The advantage of this approach is its simplicity. 

Disadvantage of this method is that it does not 

represent the global structure of face. Templates initialisation 

requires a close up image. Templates are affected by different 

head pose of image 

B. Face Attribute Analysis 

Face attribute varies depends on geographical location. 

Numerous real word applications [11] make use of face 

attributes some of them are social media [12], restriction on 

adult content or racy [13] pictures, Detecting emotions, safety 

cameras in confidential areas like airports, banks ATMs, 

celebrity recognition from sports, actors, singers, global 

leaders, artists, entertainers, musicians likewise upto 200 

different cases [14]. 

An image containing a full face, proper visibility, 

orientation [15], lighting conditions [16] and good viewpoints 
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[17] yields good result. A partial image or an image obtained 

from unconstrained situations affects the performance and 

accuracy of the output result [18]. 

A human face contains heterogeneous multiple 

attributes to estimate these. A new deep learning multitask 

methodology [19] is used with publicly available face 

attribute datasets. These datasets are rich in attribute notations 

and large number of image collections. CelebA, LFWA [20], 

FERA, FACS-RU, CK+ [21][22] are the standard datasets 

available for verifying, benchmarking, compare and testing 

the result. The generated result contains Metadata,   

confidence marks with True/False values [24]. 

III. PROPOSED WORK 

The intention of the system is to detect the face in the given 

image by drawing frames in rectangular shape on detected 

face, highlighting landmarks points and extracting the face 

attributes with accurate scores from input. 

Make sure local uploaded image or image URL has 

minimum face size of 36x36 pixels and that the image is in 

standard supported formats. 

 
Fig. 3: Block diagram for proposed model 

1) Step 1. Obtain a valid API key: It is a unique subscription 

key to access authorised service offered by the vendor. 

2) Step 2. Input: upload image or URL of the image to the 

system. The method called POST is request method with 

data in image or application. For better performance 

image should have clear face, front view and 

200X200pixel size face. 

3) Step 3. Face Detection: In this stage, the system detects 

faces present in the image and draws rectangular shapes 

over the detected faces. 

4) Step 4. Face Landmarks Detection and Extraction: 

Landmarks are the series of component points on a face, 

present either sides of the nose. By default twenty seven 

landmarks are defined on face in terms of pixel units. 

5) Step 5. Face Attribute Detection: Using these landmarks 

that represent face components (mouth, nose, eyes) face 

direction (head pose) is determined. Apart from 

landmarks it extracts the rich set face attributes with 

confidence values. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

In this paper proposed a general approach on facial feature 

extraction and face attribute analysis along with its 

applications. It gave a brief introduction of three popular 

facial feature extraction methods. 

The proposed method accepts image as input. 

Process the image and produce the accurate results contains 

detected face, facial features and attributes with confidence 

score. The adoption of methods completely depends on the 

type of application, the purpose of development and 

efficiency of the algorithm. 
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